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Abstract

Both auditory and audiovisual speech synthesis have been the
subject of many research projects throughout the years. Un-
fortunately, in recent years only very few research focuses on
synthesis for the Dutch language. Especially for audiovisual
synthesis, hardly any available system or resource can be found.
In this paper we describe the creation of a new extensive Dutch
speech database, containing audiovisual recordings of a single
speaker. The database is constructed as such that it can be em-
ployed in both auditory and audiovisual speech synthesis sys-
tems. Subsequently, we describe how we achieve high-quality
auditory speech synthesis by applying the database in our text-
to-speech framework. In addition, it is explained how we used
the new database to attain photorealistic audiovisual text-to-
speech synthesis for Dutch. The new database and its appli-
cations for synthesis are a significant addition to the resources
for Dutch speech synthesis research.
Index Terms: Dutch speech database, speech synthesis, audio-
visual speech synthesis

1. Introduction
Auditory speech synthesis has been a major topic in speech re-
search for many years. In addition, during the last decade much
interest goes out to audiovisual text-to-speech synthesis, where
a synthesizer is used to create an unseen audiovisual speech sig-
nal based on an input text. The great majority of the research
reported in the literature involves synthesis for English. Apart
from some commercial black-box multilingual auditory TTS
systems, in recent research only the NeXTeNS project [1] fo-
cuses on the Dutch language for academic TTS. In recent years,
much research has been conducted by our laboratory on both
auditory and audiovisual TTS synthesis [2]-[8]. In this paper
we describe our work in developing a new Dutch audiovisual
speech database and we explain how this database was applied
to achieve auditory and audiovisual speech synthesis for Dutch.

2. Dutch AV database ’Kaat’
2.1. Goal

At present time, speech databases that can be applied for speech
synthesis research for Dutch are scarce. Furthermore, we are
unaware of any Dutch audiovisual speech database that can be
used for audiovisual text-to-speech synthesis. Therefore, we
decided to create a new dataset containing audiovisual speech
recordings from a single Dutch speaker. The recordings were
arranged in a way that from the registered speech data, new
auditory and audiovisual databases suitable for Dutch speech
synthesis can be constructed.

2.2. Text selection

2.2.1. Domain-specific

The recording text was optimized for general, open-domain
synthesis, and combined with domain-specific sentences con-
cerning weather reports. The domain-specific sentences were
taken from a corpus containing one year of Flemish weather
forecasts. A subset of 450 sentences was uniformly sampled
from this weather corpus. As the original corpus was chrono-
logically organized, this uniform sampling results in a subset
covering weather forecasts from each different meteorological
season. In addition, we created a list covering all important
words involving the weather, such as ’regen’ (’rain’), ’sneeuw’
(’snow’), ’onweer’ (’thunderstorm’) and so on. These words
were added to the recording text using carrier sentences. Fi-
nally, some slot-and-filler type sentences were also included in
the recording text, such as ’Op vrijdag ligt de minimum temper-
atuur tussen 9 en 10 graden’ (’Friday, the minimum temperature
will be between 9 and 10 degrees’).

2.2.2. Open domain

The open-domain sentences were selected from the Leipzig
Corpora Collection [9], which contains 100.000 Dutch sen-
tences taken from various sources (e.g., newspapers, magazines,
cooking recipes, etc.). To analyze the text corpus, two Dutch
lexicons were used. The Kunlex lexicon is a Dutch lexicon that
is provided with the NeXTeNS distribution. Unfortunately, this
lexicon is optimized for Northern Dutch (the variant of Dutch
as spoken in The Netherlands) and not for Flemish (the vari-
ant of Dutch as spoken in Belgium). In addition, we used the
Fonilex lexicon [10] to analyze the text. This lexicon, origi-
nally constructed for speech recognition, is based on the Dutch
Celex lexicon [11] but contains Flemish pronunciations and it
lists pronunciation variants whenever these exist. The Fonilex
lexicon was converted in the format used for our speech synthe-
sizer, which yielded the following changes:
• A slightly modified phoneset was used. False and real

diphthongs were added to the phoneset, as these are sen-
sitive for concatenation mismatches. Glottal stops were
removed from the phoneset, as they are quite rare in the
standard Flemish pronunciation. Also, additional dia-
critic symbols (which indicate whether a phone is nasal-
ized, long or voiceless) were not taken into account.

• The Fonilex lexicon does not list part-of-speech infor-
mation, which is needed in order to distinguish homo-
graphs. This information was extracted from the original
Celex lexicon and added to the adapted Fonilex lexicon.

• As the original lexicon does not list syllable boundaries,
a simple rule-based syllabification algorithm was imple-
mented to add syllable information to the lexicon. In
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addition, we also tried to transfer the syllabification in-
formation from the Celex lexicon. However, we found
that often the Fonilex and Celex phone sequences differ
too much to obtain successful results.

• About 400 words that occur frequently in the text cor-
pus were manually added to the lexicon. These words
included numbers, abbreviations and missing compound
words.

To select a subset from the text corpus, different greedy text
selection algorithms [12] were used. In all cases, we took all
the possible pronunciation variants into account and we made
sure that no sentence was selected twice. Sentences from the
corpus that contained out-of-vocabulary words were discarded
from selection. Firstly, two subsets were extracted in order
to attain full phoneme coverage, using the Kunlex and the
adapted Fonilex lexicon, respectively. Similarly, two other sub-
sets were extracted in order to attain complete silence-phoneme
and phoneme-silence diphone coverage. Note that sentences
longer than 20 words were ignored for this selection, as they
are harder to record without speaking errors. These four subsets
contain in total 75 sentences and their corresponding recordings
should be added to any sub-database created for synthesis to
ensure a minimal coverage for Dutch. To select additional sen-
tences, only the adapted Fonilex lexicon was used. The text cor-
pus was split equally in two and the following algorithms were
applied on both parts. A first algorithm was run to select a sub-
set of sentences that maximally covers all diphones existent in
natural Dutch speech. After selection, we measured that the re-
sulting sentences covered about 1500 different Dutch diphones.
Consecutively, a second selection was performed based on the
diphone frequency. In this case, the sentences were selected in
a way that the relative diphone frequency of the selected subset
mimics the diphone frequency of the complete corpus. For both
algorithms, the minimum sentence length was set to 5 words
and the maximum sentence length was set to 30 words. Finally,
a manually selected subset of the text corpus was added to the
recording text. This manual selection was based on the avoid-
ance of names, numbers, dates and other irregular words in the
sentences.

2.2.3. Additional data

With a view to further research on speech synthesis, two extra
subsets were added to the recordings. Firstly, six paragraphs
taken from online news reports were added to the recording text.
These paragraphs were shown to the speaker both as sentences
in isolation and as paragraphs. These speech recordings can be
used to explore the difference between the synthesis of isolated
speech and synthesizing whole paragraphs. Additionally, some
sentences containing typical ’fillers’ were added to the text (e.g.,
’Ik kan ook ... LACH ... lachen’ (’I can ... LAUGH ... laugh
too’)). These fillers could be used to increase the naturalness
and the expressiveness of the synthetic speech.

2.3. Recordings

The database was registered in a professional recording studio
located at the university campus [13]. The voice talent was a 23
year old, native Dutch speaking girl. She is a semi-professional
speaker who received a degree in discourse. The speech was
recorded in newsreader-style, where the speaker sits on a fixed
chair in front of the camera. The text cues were given in batches
of five isolated sentences to the speaker using a prompter. The
audio was recorded using multiple microphones placed on a

stand in front of the speaker. The microphones were two TRAM
condenser small diaphragm omni-directional microphones put
next to each other, a Neuman U87 condenser large diaphragm
microphone in cardioid mode and an AudioTechnica AT897
hyper-cardioid microphone. The microphones were placed in
a way that they were not visible for the camera. The video was
recorded using a Sony PMW-EX3 camera at 59.94 progressive
frames per second and a resolution of 1280x720 pixels. The
camera was swiveled to portrait orientation. The focus, expo-
sure and color balance were manually calibrated. The talent
was recorded in front of a blue screen, on which several mark-
ers had been attached around the speaker’s head. In addition,
some markers were placed around the speaker’s neck (see fig-
ure 1). The recording room RT60 was tweaked to a low value
of 150ms at 1000Hz. The recordings took two complete days,
throughout which the recording conditions were kept as con-
stant as possible. In total more than 2 TB of speech data was
registered. The audio was sampled at 48 kHz and was stored
as WAV files using 24 bit/sample. The video was stored both
as raw uncompressed video data and as H.264 compressed avi-
files. The database was manually segmented on sentence-level,
in the course of which some erroneous recordings were omit-
ted. Finally, the total amount of available speech data consisted
of 1199 audiovisual sentences (138 min) from the open domain
and 536 audiovisual sentences (52 min) from the limited do-
main of weather forecasts.

Figure 1: Illustration of the recording conditions (left) and an
original frame from the video data (right)

2.4. Audio processing

As was explained in section 2.3, the auditory speech was
recorded using several microphones. The audio tracks of the
two small TRAM microphones were combined in order to in-
crease their signal quality. After manual inspection of the dif-
ferent audio signals, we opted to use the audio track recorded by
the Neuman U87 microphone to construct the database audio.

Each sentence was phonemically segmented and labeled
using the open-source speech recognition toolkit SPRAAK
[14]. A standard 5-state left-to-right context-independent phone
model was used, with no skip states. The speech was divided
into 25 ms frames with 5 ms frame-shift. For each audio frame,
12 MFCC’s and their first and second order derivatives were
extracted from the database sentences (the audio was downsam-
pled to 16 kHz for this calculation). A baseline, multi-speaker
acoustic model was used to bootstrap the acoustic model train-
ing. After the phonemic labeling step, symbolic features were
gathered for each phone-sized unit of the database. These fea-
tures are based on several phonetic and linguistic properties of
the database text, such as part-of-speech, lexical stress, syllable
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type, etc. A complete list of these features is given in [3]. Fur-
ther analysis consisted in the training of a speaker-dependent
phrase break model [3], using the silences that occur in the
database audio. Finally, several acoustic parameters were cal-
culated, such as the minimum (100 Hz) and maximum (300 Hz)
f0 of the recorded auditory speech. For each sentence, MFCC,
pitchmark and energy information were calculated in addition to
STRAIGHT [15] parameters. The STRAIGHT features (spec-
trum, aperiodicity and f0) were calculated with a 5 ms frame-
shift. Besides the parameters for minimum and maximum f0,
the default settings for STRAIGHT were used for processing.

2.5. Video processing

In earlier research we found that for an optimal visual speech
synthesis, the visual speech information that is contained in the
database should not be treated as a sequence of still images [8].
Therefore, an active appearance model (AAM) [16] was trained
on the recorded video data. Such an AAM models both the
shape and the texture of the video frames. As illustrated in fig-
ure 2, the shape of a frame marks the positions of the different
parts of the face (lips, teeth, nose, eyes, etc.), while the texture
of a frame is determined by the image’s pixel values sampled
with respect to the shape of the image. As will be explained
later on, our audiovisual speech synthesizer will construct the
synthetic visual speech by an overlay of the mouth region of the
face (synthesized in accordance to the speech) on a synthesized
background video containing the other parts of the face. There-
fore, two different AAM’s were trained, modeling the mouth
region and the background region, respectively. The mouth-
AAM parameters were further optimized by removing the vari-
ations from the database that are not linked to the speech pro-
duction but are caused by changes of the recording conditions
(e.g., change in head position in front of the camera). More de-
tails on this normalizing strategy are given in [8]. The recorded
video was further processed by measuring for each video frame
the amount of visible teeth and the visibility of the dark area
inside an open mouth. In addition, for each frame a measure for
the mouth opening and mouth width were determined.

Figure 2: Illustration of the shape information for the mouth
area (left) and the background face (right)

3. Auditory synthesis
The auditory speech from the ’Kaat’ speech database was used
to build a new Dutch voice for our auditory speech synthesizer.

This system employs the unit-selection strategy to create a new
auditory speech signal: the best sequence of units is selected
from the speech database and is concatenated in order to create
the target output speech. Our speech synthesizer supports mul-
tiple unit selection strategies, such as phone-based or diphone
based unit selection, a hierarchical unit selection strategy that
selects phrases, words, syllables or diphones from the database
[3], and a strategy that selects the longest possible units [2]. In
all cases, the best sequence of units is selected based on tar-
get and join costs, which measure the suitability of a unit in a
certain target context and the smoothness of segment joining,
respectively. In the following subsections we explain in detail
the Dutch front-end, acoustic parameter prediction and auditory
unit selection setup for the ’Kaat’ voice. Potential improve-
ments to our front-end are also discussed.

3.1. Dutch front-end

The front-end of a speech synthesizer processes the input text
into linguistic parameters that are used for acoustic parame-
ter prediction and unit selection. Similar to other speech syn-
thesizers, our Dutch front-end consists of several consecutive
modules. Note that only a few of these modules are language-
dependent, since over the last decades the focus of linguis-
tic processing for speech synthesis shifted from rule-based ap-
proaches to machine learning approaches. As such, the task
of constructing a front-end for a new language or new voice is
mostly automatized.

The Dutch front-end is partly based on NeXTeNS modules,
which are reimplemented for our synthesizer. The language in-
dependent modules make extensive use of memory-based learn-
ing (MBL) [17], a machine learning technique similar to k-
nearest neighbors algorithms. Our front-end consists of the fol-
lowing modules, as shown in figure 3. Firstly, the input text
is converted into tokens and it is normalized into words using
hand-crafted rules for Dutch. Next, part-of-speech tags are pre-
dicted for each word, using the MBL training files provided by
NeXTeNS.

Based on the part-of-speech tags, punctuation and word or-
thography, phrase breaks can be predicted using a MBL clas-
sifier. Each break corresponds to a silence, which is inserted
after a word classified as having a phrase break. Three types
of breaks are predicted by our front-end, which differ in terms
of silence duration; short pauses (light breaks) occur within a
phrase, while medium and heavy breaks occur at phrase bound-
aries. Note that the prediction of such phrase boundaries is also
important for determining the target prosody of the speech. The
synthesizer predicts speaker-dependent phrase breaks, by ap-
plying an unsupervised training of the phrase break classifier [3]
on the pauses that are found in the speech database (these pauses
were labeled by the phonemic labeling (see section 2.4)). The
unsupervised labeling of these silences present in the database
is only based on their duration property. Note that for the ’Kaat’
database, we found that some short silences do occur at phrase
boundaries and that some longer silences do not seem to influ-
ence the prosody of the sentence. As such, it might be useful
to incorporate other properties of the speech signal (e.g., energy
and f0) to label the silences.

A binary classifier is used to indicate word accent. Cur-
rently, the default NeXTeNS classifier is used, which is trained
on a labeled text corpus. As already mentioned in section 2.4,
each phone of the speech database has been labeled with lin-
guistic features. Hence, an automatic classification that uses
these phoneme labels can be applied to classify each word in
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the database as accented or not. Note that this technique yields
the potential risk that some of the words might be misclassified,
as word accent is partly optional and dependent on the interpre-
tation of the sentence. We are currently looking for automated
methods based on the acoustic signal to improve the word ac-
cent labeling in the database.

Given the word accents and the predicted phrase breaks
as input, a rule-based symbolic prosody prediction is applied,
which outputs ToDI [18] intonation labels. This information is
used as input for the acoustic parameter prediction and it will be
used during unit selection. We are aware that such prosody pre-
diction is error prone since potential mismatches between the
acoustic signal and the symbolic labeling may occur. However,
recently it was shown that even baseline symbolic intonation la-
bels do improve acoustic parameter generation [19], which we
were able to confirm in an informal listening experiment with
the ’Kaat’ voice.

The pronunciation of words is found using the Fonilex lex-
icon, as described in section 2.2.2. Homographs disambigua-
tion is achieved by evaluating the part-of-speech tag. In case
multiple pronunciations are still possible, currently the first pro-
nunciation is always chosen. However, we found that in real-
ity, our speaker did not always use the first pronunciation of a
word while uttering the database. This is not a problem during
the segmentation and labeling of the database, as typically the
correct pronunciation is chosen by the segmentation algorithm.
However, during the unit selection phase, this might slightly
influence the synthesis quality. Therefore, we are currently in-
vestigating methods to prune our lexicon, in order to have only
those pronunciations in the lexicon which are actually used by
our speaker. To handle out-of-vocabulary words, a memory-
based learning approach trained on the Fonilex lexicon is used
[3]. No post-lexical rules are employed by the synthesizer. Fi-
nally, the linguistic information generated by the front-end is
converted into a format usable by the acoustic parameter pre-
diction and for the unit selection. Overall, each phone is labeled
with around 190 parameters, such as next/previous phone, ToDI
accent, punctuation, etc.

Figure 3: Overview of the modules of our Dutch front-end.

3.2. Acoustic target prediction

Several selection costs that are used in the unit selection step
are based on predicted acoustic parameters, such as duration,
f0, spectrum and energy. Currently, hidden Markov models
(HMMs) are used for prediction, as these yield smooth and sta-
ble parameter trajectories and can easily be trained. In our case,
the training is partly based on the HTS demo scripts [20] and
is described in detail in [4]. We use standard HTS demo set-

tings (using STRAIGHT parameters). HTS training files are ex-
tracted from the speech database, using the linguistic and acous-
tic features described in section 2.4. The speech parameters are
modeled using single Gaussian models with diagonal covari-
ance. Each phone is split into 5 states; the (context-dependent)
states are tied using decision trees. Acoustic parameter tra-
jectories are predicted as follows. Firstly, state durations are
predicted for each phone of the target utterance, based on the
linguistic features of the phone. These features are also used
to select the best sequence of HMM models from the decision
trees. Finally, parameter trajectories are generated, using global
variance [21]. Note that these trajectories are similar to the tra-
jectories that would be used for HMM-based synthesis, using a
vocoder to synthesize the output speech. However, as this re-
sults in somewhat buzzy and unnatural speech, we opted to use
these trajectories as targets for the unit selection instead, as will
be explained in the next section.

3.3. Unit selection

For the ’Kaat’ voice, we opted to use a selection based on hi-
erarchical units. This implies that if not enough candidate units
could be found for a certain large target (e.g., a target represent-
ing a word), smaller targets and candidate units are used instead
(e.g., syllables). This threshold is set to 1, 10 and 50 units for
phrases, words and syllables respectively. Both symbolic and
acoustic target costs are used. The symbolic target cost are bi-
nary costs, taking linguistic features into account: next/previous
phone, syllable position in word, syllabic stress, punctuation,
part-of-speech and position in phrase. Three acoustic target
costs are calculated, taking spectrum, f0 and duration into ac-
count. These costs are determined by the average Mahalanobis
distance between the predicted parameters (section 3.2) and the
properties of the candidate unit. The variances needed for cal-
culating the distance are taken from the HMM models. In ad-
dition, the system uses two join costs, taking spectrum and f0
at the join boundary into account. These costs are calculated
using the Mahalanobis distance between the delta features re-
sulting from the concatenation and the mean delta features of
the Gaussian model at the join boundary. Again, the variances
of the Gaussian model are used for this distance calculation. As
all these costs have different ranges of values, a scaling factor
is computed for each cost, which corresponds to the 95th per-
centile of the cost values. In order to improve the synthesis
speed, units can be pruned based on the weighted sum of their
target costs.

3.4. Weight training

Since the total selection cost for a certain candidate unit is a
weighted sum of the different target and join costs, the setting of
these weights has a substantial influence on the synthesis qual-
ity. Typically, these weights are set manually, through itera-
tive listening experiments and expert knowledge. Although the
quality of carefully manually trained weights is often very good,
the process is quite time-consuming and not straight-forward.
As such, we investigated on weight training algorithms that do
not require manual input. A novel weight training framework
was presented in [5], which allows to jointly train target and join
cost weights based on a perceptually trained objective distance.
The framework allows to train context-dependent weights: for
each demiphone of a target, an optimal set of weights is se-
lected based on the linguistic features of that target demiphone.
Such multiple weight sets are advantageous for maximizing the
synthesis quality, since in our experience with manual weight
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training, we found that the optimal set of weights for a given
sentence is rarely the optimal set of weights for every sentence.

4. Audiovisual synthesis
4.1. Introduction

To achieve audiovisual TTS synthesis we adapted the unit-
selection strategy from the auditory domain to work with au-
diovisual segments. Based on the input text, the synthesizer
searches in the database for the most suitable sequence of au-
diovisual speech segments that match the target speech. The key
feature of our synthesis strategy is that the system will always
select an original combination of auditory and visual speech.
This ensures a maximal coherence between the auditory and
the visual speech information contained in the synthetic output
speech. In previous research we have shown that this audiovi-
sual coherence is crucial to attain a high quality perception of
the multimodal output [7]. A general overview of the synthesis
is given in figure 4. The linguistic processing of the input text
is performed by a Dutch front-end similar to the frond-end that
was described in section 3.1.

Figure 4: Overview of the audiovisual speech synthesis strategy

4.2. Segment selection

For synthesis, an optimal set of audiovisual segments is selected
from the database. As in standard unit selection, the total selec-
tion cost for a certain segment Ctotal is based on target costs
and join costs. To calculate these selection costs, both audio
and video properties are used:

Ctotal = w1C
audio
target+w2C

video
target+w3C

audio
join +w4C

video
join (1)

Remember from section 2.5 that the visual speech information
is described by means of AAM parameters (using the mouth-
AAM). This representation is very suitable for calculating the
video selection costs. The applied visual target cost is designed
to model the visual co-articulation effect. To achieve this, us-
ing the AAM-based representation of the visual speech we cal-
culated a difference matrix which expresses the similarity be-
tween the visual representation of every two different phonemes

present in the ’Kaat’ database [8]. It is important that this ma-
trix is calculated for the particular database used for synthesis,
since the co-articulation effect can behave differently for each
speaker. Based on this difference matrix, the synthesizer is able
to compare the phonemic context of the target segment with the
phonemic context of the candidate segment. Since this compari-
son is based on the difference between the visual representations
of these two contexts, the visual target cost forces the synthe-
sizer to select segments of which the visual speech is properly
affected by visual co-articulation effects. The visual join cost is
also calculated using the AAM-based representation of the vi-
sual speech. This cost is based on the comparison of the AAM
parameters of the video frames at the join position. Both shape,
texture and their delta’s are taken into account. Similarly, the
audio join cost is calculated by comparing audio features of the
audio frames (30 ms) at the join position. For this, MFCC, pitch
and energy measures are used. Finally, the purpose of the au-
ditory target cost is to attain a natural prosody in the synthetic
output speech. It is calculated using various binary sub-costs.
These binary costs are based on phonetic and lexical properties
of the candidate and target segments, such as part-of-speech,
lexical stress, syllable type, etc. (see section 2.4). All auditory
and visual costs are combined as in eq.1, where the weights w1-
w2-w3-w4 are optimized manually.

4.3. Segment concatenation

The concatenation of the selected segments involves the join-
ing of both audio and video fragments. Similar as with the
auditory synthesizer (section 3), for the audiovisual synthesis
the audio segments are joined using a pitch-synchronous cross-
fade. If two voiced speech signals are concatenated, this tech-
nique ensures a smooth pitch gradient from the first segment to
the second, without the creation of erroneous pitch periods. The
joining of the video segments is achieved by concatenating the
AAM parameter sub-trajectories associated with the selected
speech segments. These sub-trajectories are overlapped and
tweaked in the vicinity of the join position to assure a smooth
transition. The synthesizer diversifies the applied smoothing
strength among the parameters in order to smoothen the output
video without affecting the visual speech quality. Therefore, a
certain parameter’s smoothing strength is conform with its cor-
relation with the visual speech information. In addition, the
smoothing strength of a join is increased or decreased if the join
position is located within an ’invisible’ or ’protected’ phoneme,
respectively. Invisible phonemes are phonemes whose visual
representation is most of the time heavily distorted by visual co-
articulation effects, while the opposite is true for the protected
phonemes. More details on the diversified visual concatenation
smoothing are given in [8]. A final sequence of video frames is
generated from the contactenated AAM sub-trajectories, which
yields a sampling of the trajectories at equidistant time intervals
and inverse AAM projections using the sampled parameter sets.

4.4. Finalizing the synthesis

In order to create a complete talking head, the synthesized
mouth-area should be extended to a full face signal. In sec-
tion 2.5 it was explained that an additional AAM was trained
on the video data to model the full face of the speaker.
This face-AAM was used to describe some of the original
database movies in terms of face-AAM parameters. From
these parameters we manually selected some sub-trajectories
describing a face displaying a neutral visual prosody with and
without eye movements (gaze or blinks). From these seg-
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ments, a new face-video can be generated similarly to the
synthesis of the mouth area. This allows to create a video
containing a neutral face that exhibits some ’random’ eye
animation. Finally, the synthetic mouth-area is overlayed
on this background face in order to complete the synthesis.
Some syntheses using the ’Kaat’ database can be found at
http://www.etro.vub.ac.be/Research/DSSP/DEMO/AVTTS/.

5. Conclusions and future work
In this paper we described the construction of a Dutch audio-
visual speech database called ’Kaat’, which we believe is the
first and for sure the biggest database suited for Dutch audio-
visual speech synthesis research. We also explained how we
applied this database in the framework of auditory and audiovi-
sual text-to-speech synthesis. The next step will be to increase
the audiovisual speech synthesis quality by transferring some of
the advanced synthesis techniques from our auditory synthesis
system to the audiovisual domain. For instance, the automatic
weight training and optimization framework will be highly ad-
vantageous to increase the audiovisual synthesis quality, since
the multimodal unit selection involves even more sub-costs in
comparison with the auditory-only segment selection. In addi-
tion, some of the modules of the front-end can be further devel-
oped for an increased prediction of the linguistic features.
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